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Droplet microﬂuidic-based cell screening has the potential to surpass time- and cost eﬃciency of
established screening platforms by several orders of magnitude, but so far lacks suﬃcient and
homogeneous oxygen supply for large droplet numbers (>106), which is a key parameter aﬀecting
metabolism and growth of encapsulated cells. Here, we describe and validate an approach based on
continuous carrier oil recirculation that ensures enhanced and homogeneous oxygen availability during
mid and long-term incubation of picoliter droplets retained in a 3D-printed storage device. Using
biotechnologically relevant microorganisms, we demonstrate that improved oxygen transfer results in
three to eleven-fold increased biomass and highly elevated protein production with minimal interdroplet variation. In fact, obtained yields are comparable to those achieved in conventional cultivation
devices, so that screening strategies commonly applied in microtiter plates or shaking ﬂasks can now be
scaled down to pL-droplets, which oﬀer highly enhanced throughput. In contrast to mere single-cell
screening, this approach allows monoclonal cell and metabolite accumulation inside droplets resulting in
elevated read-out signals and reduced variability associated to stochasticity in gene expression.
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Additionally, the range of screening strategies is broadened, since screening for increased biomass yields
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or mining for microbial natural products from complex environmental samples can now be targeted with
pL-droplets. This development substantially improves the robustness and versatility of droplet-based cell
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assays, further consolidating pL-droplets as a powerful ultrahigh-throughput experimentation platform.

Introduction
Miniaturization of reaction volumes is a primary goal in
biotechnological screening applications, enabling both reduced
expenses on consumables and maximization of sample
throughput.1 pL-droplet-based microuidics allows a 106-fold
reduction in reaction volume compared to 96-well plates (MTP)
and features essential unit operations such as reagent addition,
mixing, interrogation and sorting of droplets at rates above
1000 Hz.2–4 While there has been considerable progress in
transferring MTP-based cell screening assays to droplet based
protocols,5,6 implementation of appropriate droplet incubation
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methods has been mostly neglected. Although stable incubation of microuidic emulsions for up to several weeks was
enabled by engineering novel surfactants,7,8 oxygen supply of
droplets has not been a research focus so far. Yet, this is
particularly relevant in the context of cell-based assays, since
oxygen availability drastically aﬀects the physiological state of
cells.9,10 Their genotypic distinctiveness is likely to be perturbed
by phenotypic noise if oxygen cannot be provided suﬃciently
and homogeneously among all samples.11 In most cell-based
applications, droplets are incubated as a non-agitated
bulk,2,12–19 where oxygen supply solely relies on the superior
solubility and diﬀusivity of gases in peruorinated carbons
(PFCs),20 which oen compose the continuous phase of the
emulsion. However, the continuous phase rapidly drains due to
density diﬀerences, leaving only a thin PFC-layer of 10 nm
between droplets8 that barely contributes to oxygen transport.
Dissolved oxygen inside droplets is consumed within minutes
as a consequence of cellular metabolic activity (ESI†) and is only
replenished by diﬀusion from the boundaries of the droplet
population towards the center of the emulsion. This process
mainly takes place in the emulsion's aqueous phase (with lower
diﬀusivity), thereby rapidly causing a gradient of dissolved
oxygen across the bulk of droplets as well as low oxygen
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storage of emulsions without oil circulation – in the following
referred to as static droplet incubation (SDI).
Dynamic droplet incubation increases the oxygen transfer rate

Fig. 1 Droplet incubation setup and local oxygen availability in the
incubator. (a) Dynamic droplet incubation (DDI) conﬁguration. The
pump maintains a continuous top-to-bottom ﬂow of oil through the
incubation device. The oil reservoir serves as gas exchange unit and
bubble trap, simultaneously. (1) Droplet incubator, (2) oil reservoir, (3)
peristaltic pump, (4) droplet population, (5) perﬂuorinated oil, (6–8)
valves. (b) Schematic depiction of oxygen availability during static and
dynamic incubation.

availability for droplets located in the center of the bulk (Fig. 1b,
le). Notably, only a few studies have explicitly discussed
restricted oxygen availability during cell-based assays (e.g.18,21–24)
and existing solutions such as droplet-holding PDMS chips25
and thin-layer emulsion storage complicate handling and are
limited in throughput and level of control.
Here, we introduce an incubation system that readily
controls oxygen supply and enhances gas transfer for millions
of pL-droplets simultaneously. We validate our system by
measuring the oxygen concentration inside droplets and
comparing it to standard oﬀ-chip droplet incubation. As a result
of enhanced oxygen transfer, biomass yield and recombinant
protein expression in droplets are drastically increased, reaching levels similar to cultivation in MTP and shaking ask, while
inter-droplet variations are reduced.

Results
Working principle of dynamic droplet incubation
The incubation system is based on continuously owing peruorinated oil HFE7500 (continuous phase) through a droplet
population collected in a 3D printed incubator (Fig. 1a and S1†).
Generated droplets are guided into the droplet incubation
device, which has been previously lled with oil. Droplets enter
the incubator through one of the lower inlets and accumulate in
the upper section of the incubator due to the density diﬀerence
between aqueous (1 g mL1) and oil phase (1.7 g mL1).
Once lling is completed, droplets can be incubated either
statically or dynamically. During dynamic droplet incubation
(DDI) a constant top-to-bottom ow of peruorinated oil
through the densely packed droplet population in the incubation device is applied. In response to the interplay of drag and
buoyancy, droplets are mixed, while retained in the incubator
(Movie S1†). Furthermore, the average inter-droplet distance is
increased, which is observed by an expanded volume fraction
occupied by the bulk of droplets (Fig. 1b, right). Contrasting to
DDI and as a negative control mimicking current standard oﬀchip droplet incubation approaches, the device also allows
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To estimate the inuence of DDI and SDI on oxygen transfer into
droplets, we monitored the dissolved oxygen concentration (DO)
inside pL-droplets during cell cultivation by means of nanosensorbased, oxygen-sensitive NIR-luminescence measurements (Fig. 2
and S3†). The DO is determined by the oxygen transfer rate (OTR)
into the droplets and the oxygen uptake rate (OUR) of dropletconned cells. Two distinct droplet populations, incubated
either dynamically or statically, were generated from the same E.
coli preculture to ensure equal initial oxygen consumption rates.
Both droplet populations were inoculated at high cell densities
(OD 1 z 170 cells per droplet) to allow for similar initial oxygen
consumption rates amongst all droplets.
For SDI, the lower DO detection limit was reached within 17
minutes, indicating that the oxygen transfer rate was much
lower than the initial bacterial oxygen uptake rate. On the
contrary, droplets incubated dynamically showed only a mild
decline in dissolved oxygen, indicating a higher oxygen transfer
rate in comparison to SDI. Since cell replication gradually
increases the oxygen uptake rate, DDI also reached the lower
detection limit, but only aer 100 min. However, superior
oxygen transfer is subsequently maintained with DDI. Using the
dynamic method26 and a recirculation ow rate of 130 mL
min1, the OTR of the system was estimated to 5.5 mmol L1
h1 (Fig. S8†). With increased oil ow rates, the OTR reached
nearly 20 mmol L1 h1, attaining the order of magnitude reported for microtiter plates or shake asks.27
To mimic widely applied single-cell experimentation, droplets were also inoculated at lower cell densities (<1 cell per
droplet, ESI†). Despite relatively large droplet volumes used in
this study (170 pL), statically incubated droplets entered
hypoxic conditions aer approximately 110 minutes of incubation (Fig. 2c) – a timescale exceeded by far in most single-cell
screening set-ups. In contrast, dynamically treated droplets
with single-cell inoculation did not reach the lower detection
limit until more than 400 minutes, and an elevated OTR
compared to static conditions is assumed to occur hereaer.
By monitoring the droplet volume over time, we conrmed
that DDI does not increase droplet fusion or breakage, even at
high ow rates of the peruorinated oil (Fig. S4†). Yet, oil
recirculation fosters evaporation and causes a decrease in the
average droplet volume. By fully enclosing the experimental
setup into a chamber with 100% relative humidity, the droplet
shrinkage was considerably diminished, enabling long-term
droplet incubation.
Dynamic droplet incubation enhances cell growth
To validate our ndings and assess the benets of an enhanced
oxygen transfer, we quantied the biomass production of
Escherichia coli, Bacillus subtilis, Pseudomonas uorescens, Pichia
pastoris and Streptomyces aureofaciens in droplets by means of
triggered imaging19 under darkeld illumination. The average
gray value within the droplet borders (droplet gray value) was
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(a) Dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) over time during DDI and SDI in droplets containing E. coli cells. Droplets were oxygenated prior
to the ﬁrst measurement. Dotted lines mark the time points when the dissolved oxygen concentration falls below the detection limit. Further
replicates are shown in Fig. S3.† (b) Comparison of time points when the DO reaches the detection limit in ﬁve replicate measurements of DO
over time. The mean of dissolved oxygen depletion time for SDI (17 min, CV 22.8%) was tested as signiﬁcantly lower than the mean for DDI
(101.3 min, CV 19.1%) with a one sided Welch test (a ¼ 0.05, p ¼ 0.0002319). (c) Depletion of dissolved oxygen in statically and dynamically
incubated droplets inoculated with less than 1 cell per droplet in average.
Fig. 2

determined and subsequently correlated to cell density
(Fig. S6†). To compare DDI and SDI, droplet populations (5 
106 droplets) were generated with the same cell or spore density.
The biomass yield was evaluated aer 24 h incubation (Fig. 3).
Interestingly, both B. subtilis and the obligatory aerobic bacterium P. uorescens exhibited growth only under DDI, evidencing
the disadvantages of standard oﬀ-chip droplet incubation and

concomitant low oxygen availability. Moreover, the enhanced
oxygen availability during DDI resulted in signicantly higher
biomass production of all microorganisms, with yields three to
eleven times higher than in statically incubated droplets and
remarkably similar to those obtained with standard microbial
cultivation methods. These ndings are supported by a further
experiment, in which we monitored cell density of E. coli over

Biomass yield of diﬀerent microorganisms in droplets after 24 h (except S. aureofaciens – 72 h, humid chamber) of DDI and SDI.
Population gray values (pgv) were compared with Welch corrected ANOVA and Dunnett's test (both a ¼ 0.05) in combination with a heteroscedastic consistent covariance estimation, **** signiﬁcant with p < 0.0001. Plotted pgv are standardized to the pgv of the corresponding DDI
population. A minimum of 9500 single droplets were analyzed per droplet population. To indicate which eﬀects are practically relevant, the
eﬀect size is given using Cohen's d, and 0 h control as reference.

Fig. 3
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Fig. 4 E. coli growth kinetics in cultures grown in MTP, shaking ﬂask,

and in droplets with DDI and SDI. A minimum of 1800 droplets were
re-injected and analyzed per time point for SDI and DDI. Gray values
were transformed into absorbance values via calibration (Fig. S5 and
S6†). Error bars indicate one standard deviation.

time in pL-droplets, MTPs and shaking asks (Fig. 4). While cell
densities in dynamically incubated droplets, MTPs and shaking
asks reached similar levels aer 24 h (OD600 30), growth did
not exceed OD600 5 with static incubation. Thus, we conclude
that dynamic incubation allows oxygen supply in droplets
comparable to that in commonly applied cultivation and
screening platforms.
Dynamic droplet incubation ensures homogeneous oxygen
availability
To compare the homogeneity of oxygen transfer during DDI and
SDI, incubated droplet populations were continuously reinjected and analyzed for biomass. The droplets were sequentially grouped into fractions reecting their position in the
incubator (Fig. 5). For each fraction, statistic descriptors were
calculated to assess diﬀerences within a droplet population.
The fractions of the dynamically incubated population revealed
high biomass yields at low variations, while on average lower
yields and considerably higher variations were observed for SDI.
Interestingly, the average biomass and corresponding standard
deviation of the SDI fractions correlated with their position on
the vertical axis of the incubator: the uppermost fraction and
the lowest fractions in the incubator showed a signicantly
higher average in biomass with pronounced deviations among
the droplets compared to the middle fractions. This inhomogeneity is explained by the increased oxygen availability at the
boundaries between droplet bulk and peruorinated oil.
Clearly, DDI improves the homogeneity of oxygen distribution
compared to SDI, since continuous mixing eliminates such
boundary eﬀects.
Dynamic droplet incubation enhances protein yields
Improved oxygen transfer and homogeneity through DDI is also
reected in the expression of heterologous proteins, which is of
fundamental interest for most screening applications with
biotechnological background. Therefore, we investigated the
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Fig. 5 Inter-droplet variation of growth after droplet incubation. (a)
Schematic depiction of re-injected fractions in a droplet population.
Each gray layer indicates one fraction of 150 000 droplets. (b)
Droplet population fractions after DDI (hatched) or SDI, with dots
representing the 5th and 95th percentiles. Solid lines above boxplots
indicate no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the covered fractions.
Means for droplet gray values (dgv) of fractions were compared with
Welch corrected ANOVA and Tukey's test (both a ¼ 0.05) in combination with a heteroscedastic consistent covariance estimation. Cutoﬀ for signiﬁcance was p < 0.05. A minimum of 4500 single droplets
were analyzed per fraction. As a measure for eﬀect size h2 was
computed, to indicate how much of the variance among fraction
means can be assigned to the position in the incubator with h2  0.039
small, h2  0.11 medium and h2  0.2 large eﬀect size.

expression of the uorescent reporter protein mCherry by E. coli
cells encapsulated in droplets. In this experiment, oxygen is not
only required for eﬀective cell propagation and protein
synthesis, but also for post-translational maturation of mCherry
to become uorescent.28 We measured the emission intensity
per droplet aer 24 h of DDI and SDI, as well as for droplets that
were generated from MTP and shaking ask cultures. The
average uorescence signal aer dynamic incubation was 130fold higher than the signal obtained aer static incubation.
Moreover, the uorescence signal of dynamically incubated
droplets reached similar intensities as droplets generated from
MTP and shaking ask (Fig. 6). Again, the markedly reduced
coeﬃcient of variation for dynamically incubated droplets
supports the previously observed superior homogeneity of
oxygen availability during DDI. In a second experiment, we
conrmed that DDI also leads to enhanced total yield of other
recombinant proteins, in this case a camelid antibody fragment, independent of improved maturation (Fig. S7†).
Continuous carrier oil circulation versus emulsion shaking
Since shaking is widely applied in small-scale cultivation to
increase oxygen transfer, we additionally tested droplet incubation in shaken Eppendorf reaction tubes. Compared to nonagitated droplets, shaking enhanced the oxygen transfer, as
indicated by a 3-fold elevated mCherry uorescence of encapsulated E. coli cells (Fig. S11†). This is only slightly lower than
the 4-fold signal increase obtained with DDI. The shear stress
generated by shaking at 800 rpm (Thermomixer 5436, Eppendorf, Germany) did not signicantly increase emulsion
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mCherry ﬂuorescence intensity of droplets either re-injected after 24 h of DDI and SDI or generated from 24 h MTP and shaking ﬂask
cultures. Images were recorded in darkﬁeld (a) and ﬂuorescence mode (b) at 10 magniﬁcation. The ﬂuorescence images were enhanced in
brightness and false colored for the overlay (c). Frequency distributions of ﬂuorescence intensity of at least 600 droplets per cultivation method
(d). Means of ﬂuorescent intensity were compared with Welch corrected ANOVA and Dunnett's test (both a ¼ 0.05) in combination with
a heteroscedastic consistent covariance estimation, **** signiﬁcant with p < 0.0001. As a measure of eﬀect size Cohen's d is computed, using 0 h
control as reference. Remarkably, the eﬀect size of SDI is one magnitude smaller than the eﬀects of MTP, shaking ﬂask or DDI.

Fig. 6

polydispersity within 24 h, although accumulation of much
larger droplets was noticed on the emulsion surface (Fig. S9 and
Table S4†). More importantly, shaken emulsions suﬀered from
increased evaporation, observed as a loss in droplet volume two
times higher than with DDI aer one day. Therefore, shaking
proved to be progressively detrimental to the emulsion quality,
most likely as a consequence of direct contact between the
emulsion and gas phase. Our incubation strategy has in
contrast no gas-droplet interphase, thus allowing reduced
evaporation and minimized emulsion failure while providing
superior oxygenation. Although emulsion shaking provides an
alternative to counteract limited and inhomogenous oxygen
availability found in static droplet incubation, it is only usable
for short term applications which do not require delicate and
accurate emulsion handling.

Discussion
So far, droplets have been statically stored in a wide variety of
vessels, such as reaction tubes, syringes or droplet-holding
chips, among others. None of these approaches has been
established across diﬀerent research groups as they not only
lack reproducibility, but also suﬀer from poor handling
properties and/or throughput limitations. These drawbacks

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

are exacerbated when droplets are used for cell-based assays,
where such incubation methods provide inadequate oxygen
availability. Herein, we introduced dynamic droplet incubation, a method that allows enhanced and homogeneous
oxygen transfer during mid and long-term incubation of an
entire pL-droplet population. We hypothesize that during
DDI (i) each droplet is predominantly surrounded by larger
amounts of continuous phase which is constantly replenished with oxygen during recirculation and (ii) ow-induced
convection enhances the oxygen mass transfer into the
droplets. This strategy is easy to apply, maintains exibility
in droplet volume and is not limited to the number of incubated droplets. Using bacteria and yeasts with biotechnological relevance, we demonstrated that DDI results in higher
biomass production with minimized inter-droplet variation.
In fact, cell growth and recombinant protein production were
shown to be, for the rst time in droplets, comparable to
larger-scaled standard cultivation devices as MTPs and
shaking asks. DDI allows droplet incubation during extensive time periods, with minimal emulsion failure and low
evaporation. As an integrative part of the microuidic ow
path, our incubation device supports implementation of
gapless assay protocols, avoiding manual droplet recovery
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from external vessels and ultimately facilitating process
automation.
We propose DDI to implement cultivation starting from
single cells in droplets as a strategy to increase the biological
activity per droplet irrespective of its size29 and level out the
variability introduced by stochasticity in gene expression
(intrinsic and extrinsic noise30–32) during screening assays.
Furthermore, it can be expected that DDI drastically reduces the
occurrence of false positives and negatives in many dropletbased cell assays, for which appropriate oxygen supply was
neglected.12,13,16,17,29,33 Increased biomass production under
aerobic conditions can serve as an alternative selection criterion, allowing strain optimization towards higher yields34 which
was not achievable with previous incubation strategies. Besides,
cultivation in droplets facilitates natural product mining to
access yet untapped sources of biological activity.30,35–39 Various
stages of growth accompanied by distinct metabolic proles can
be targeted, and demanding samples that include spores or
other dormant cell types become amenable for investigation.40,41
This concept may be extended by cultivation of microbial
communities in droplets to elicit valuable metabolic pathways
that require inter-species crosstalk for derepression.42–46
Remarkably, DDI can alternatively be implemented with gas
mixtures other than air, e.g. using nitrogen for the cultivation of
anaerobic bacteria or 5% carbon dioxide for the propagation of
mammalian cells. Diﬀerent gases dissolved in the continuous
phase may also serve as reactants or as inert gases for the
chemical synthesis of complex compounds47,48 or materials.49,50
In conclusion, droplet-based screening platforms are now
complemented with control over gas transfer – a previously
unaddressed but highly relevant aspect in numerous droplet
applications. The similarity between the obtained results in
droplets with established experimentation techniques and the
ease of use of our strategy will foster the adoption of picoliter
droplets by a broader scientic community outside of microuidics labs. With this contribution, droplet microuidics is
further tailored to ultimately supersede microtiter plates as the
new state-of-the-art in assay miniaturization.

Experimental procedures
Incubator device fabrication and operation
The droplet incubator (Fig. S1†) was designed in-house and 3Dprinted by i.materialise (Belgium) in transparent resin. The
inner volume can hold 2.5 mL of uid and was lled with 1 mL
of droplets (corresponding to more than 5 million droplets of
170 pL). For uidic access, anged PTFE-tubing was fastened to
the three inlets of the hollow body via threaded 10–3200 connectors. Aer lling with droplets, the connection towards
the microuidic chip was closed (6) and the connection towards
a peristaltic pump (Watson-Marlow, UK) was opened (7),
creating a closed loop. For dynamic droplet incubation (Fig. 1a
and b, right), the pump (3) maintained a continuous top-tobottom ow of peruorinated oil through the incubator, with
an inux of oil through the top inlet and an eﬄux of oil through
a bottom outlet. The closed loop comprised an oil reservoir
between the peristaltic pump and the droplet incubator, which
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served as a gas exchange unit and a bubble trap. To avoid
stagnant space during dynamic incubation and ensure
complete removal of droplets upon reinjection, the transition
between the upper inlet and the cylindrical body of the inner
volume is conically shaped. If not stated otherwise, the oil ow
during DDI was set to 130 mL min1. For static droplet incubation, carrier oil circulation was suspended.
Measurement of dissolved oxygen concentration within
incubated droplets
For non-invasive monitoring of dissolved oxygen, pre-calibrated
OXNANO sensor particles (PyroScience GmbH, Germany)
loaded with an oxygen-sensitive and biocompatible dye (ex/em
¼ 620 nm/770 nm) were co-encapsulated with E. coli cells suspended in a 10-fold diluted stock suspension for droplet
generation. Excitation and detection of oxygen-dependent NIRemission was performed with a Piccolo2 oxygen meter (PyroScience GmbH, Germany). All droplets present in the beam path
at time of measurement contributed to the averaged signal. A
two-point calibration of the oxygen measurement was performed prior to experimentation by sparging a nanoparticle
suspension inside the droplet incubator with nitrogen and air,
respectively. Prior to the rst measurement, droplets were
incubated for 5 minutes at 415 mL min1 oil recirculation ow
rate for re-oxygenation. The dynamic range of oxygen
measurement is specied to 0.01–23.0 mg L1 with a resolution of 0.005 mg L1 at 1% O2 and 0.025 mg L1 at 20% O2.
All measurements were performed at 28  C.
Triggered imaging for cell density determination
Droplets were re-injected into a straight-channel chip, spaced
with peruorinated oil and detected in-ow with a photodiode,
exploiting total internal light reection at the phase boundary.
The signal was amplied and transformed into a TTL signal to
trigger a single image of each droplet.19 Stacks of droplet images
were analyzed using a custom FIJI algorithm to detect droplet
boundaries and determine the mean gray value as a measure of
cell density.
Statistical analyses
The open source soware R was used for statistical analyses.51
Mean values were compared pairwise with a Welch corrected
ANOVA to account for heteroscedasticity. Post hoc tests were
performed with the packages multcomp and sandwich, using
the Tukey test for every possible mean comparison or Dunnett's
method for comparing means to a reference mean. Both
methods for multiple comparisons of means were combined
with a heteroscedastic consistent covariance estimation that
accounted for heterogeneous variances and unbalanced group
sizes.52
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